




Is it possible to recount the history of Brazil 
from the point of view of women? From their 
voice or silence in public life?     

How to establish dialogues with subjectivi-
ties silenced by the European invasion?   
       
Have you ever heard of Maria Filipa and her 
40 companions or other women who fought 
against colonization in Brazil?



MATRIARCADO DE PINDORAMA
This project was contemplated with the

Law “Fomento ao Teatro  para a Cidade de São Paulo” 
(31st edition), one of the biggest recognitions for  

Brazilian research groups. 





Matriarchy of Pindorama 

recreates a country based on the valorization of voices 
and subjectivities silenced by history. A scenic-poetic 
RITE from the colonization to the present day, rescu-
ing silenced histories of normalized and pacified viola-
tions, but also of feminine struggles for social justice, 
abolition of the slaves, right to education, art and, es-
pecially, the expression of an alternative subjectivity 
to the dominant one. 



Thus, in coherence with the more than 13 years of the Es-
telar de Teatro dedicated to the investigation of a female 

voice not only in the theme, but in the language, we invite 
the public not only to physical displacements - accom-
panying the actors - but especially to the internal dis-

placements , in relation to theirs historical certainties and 
dominant subjectivity: 

we create materialities with a strong presence of reverie, 
ecstasy, corporeality, celebration, ritual, music, in which 

enchanted woods join with myths, the city Lama-Mariana, 
women contemporary and of the past, signs porously 

articulated to contaminate the social field with poetry and 
the new images so necessary to our historical moment.



But  telling the history of Brazil from the point of view 
of women also can be also telling the history of Brazil 
from the point of view of the exploration of nature?
From the rite in the street, we invite everyone to em-
bark on the waters of history. Is it possible to tell the 
history of Brazil from the point of view of water?



     Independence Museum (2019) 

We invite everyone to dive into our womb-theater so that 
we can repair our country by extending narratives: from the 
arrival of the European invaders, to the first feminicides of 

indigenous and black women.

Can we think of relationships between our monocultures, 
destruction of biodiversity and the way our imagery becomes 
narrow? The underground stories of the country, the layers of 
land about the truths and their replacement by false truths - 
the “supermarket truths“ that led us to our recent election?

To go through narrow tunnels behind the voices that history 
does not tell: warriors who are not in the books, artists who 
dared to question our dominant imaginary, women who with 

their daily refusals have been the great force against patriarchy 
for centuries, echoes of feminine archipotences that a day popu-

lated the imagination of this land.







Estelar de Teatro is an artistic nucleus created in 2006 dedicat-
ed to the search and articulation of a female voice in the territory of 
the integration of the arts and a contemporary and anthropophagic di-
alogue with myths. Our works circulated in several cities of Brazil and 
the world – Italy, Germany, Chile, Mexico -  having received a series of 
recognitions.

  Preview plays of  the Company:

Matriarcado de Pindorama Invasores de Sistemas

Frida Kahlo - Calor e Frio Caim

Mestres do Jogo Alice



URBAN INTERVENTIONS:
“Invisible Stories in the Streets”, Urban intervention created by Estelar de 
Teatro and citizens. Presented in several districts of São Paulo (cen-
ter and suburb), and in citues of Italy and Mexico,a s well and in the 
cities of Santo André, Registro, Presidente Prudente, Caraguatatuba, 
Bragança Paulista and Sorocaba. 

“Frida Kahlo - Heat and Cold in Human Intervention”, Urban intervention in Lar-
go do Arouche and courtship to the Museum of Diversity, inside the 
Republica Subway station. A Estelar de Teatro partnership with  TUSP 
and Museum of Diversity - December 2014.

Invisible Stories in the Streets - Brazil , 2016

MORE ABOUT ESTELAR DE TEATRO
We were invited to important international festivals such as FLIPT - 
Intercultural Laboratory of Theater Practices Festival at the Potlach 
Theater in Italy, linked to ISTA by Eugenio Barba and Santiago OFF, 
Chile, both in 2015. In Mexico, our presentations (by Frida Kahlo - 
Calor e Frio), earned us a letter of recommendation from the demand-
ing Frida Kahlo Museum in Mexico City, as well as conducting urban 
interventions and courses disseminating our research of a Brazilian 
scenic language in universities such as the UNAM and the School of 
Arts of Yucatan , In Mexico. In Germany, in addition to presentations 
in Berlin, we were invited to participate in debates at the Volksbühne 
(The Free University of Berlin) on theatrical formation, one of the axes 
of our investigation. 



We also perform at the TUSP Theater Circuit in 2015, in the cities of 
Bauru, Piracicaba, São o Carlos and Ribeirão Preto, sharing our artis-
tic and pedagogical researches through workshops; and at the Oscar 
Niemeyer Museum in Curitiba, during the first exhibition of Frida Kah-
lo in the country. Also noteworthy is the joint performance between 
Teatro Estelar, Potlach Theater (Italy) and Indian performer Parvar-
thy Baul, in Farfa, Italy: “Cantos de Amor between East and West” in 
June 2015 The company has also held a number of international art 
residencies in theaters such as the Potlach Theater in Italy (Odin arm) 
and Odin Teatret (2008) in Denmark. We have also in our language 
influence of the work with the Russian director and pedagogue Jurij 
Alschitz, since 2011. Thus, the company has been digesting the fruits 
of these contacts with important directors and contemporary groups 
that mark their research in works with a strong Brazilian character, 
especially due to the presence of music, dance, performing arts and 
party.

Frida Kahlo - Calor e Frio 
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Full play:

https://www.youtube.com./watch?v=jMLKxHnv_Tw&feature=youtu.be
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